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Projected Round: 1-2

Isaiah Wynn
Georgia
HEIGHT: 6’3”

COMBINE:

40 YD DASH: DNP*

WEIGHT: 313
3 CONE: DNP

PROS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Athletic guard with great feet
Has played inside and outside at Georgia
Silky smooth feet, rarely out of position
Good arm length for height
Good hand placement and hand fighting
Core strength seems solid, never off balance
Great hip flexibility, can get low and fire out
Mature player with great technique
Nasty blocker who will go for knockout
Athletic enough to get out to 2nd level and hit

20 YD SHUTTLE: DNP

ARMS: 33.5”
VERT: DNP

CONS
•
•
•
•
•

Doesn’t have the length for tackle, kick inside
Top heavy, doesn’t carry thickness in lower half
May not have the anchor vs bull rushes inside
Struggles vs longer defenders
Lacks true power to overwhelm

SUMMARY
It’s cliché to say, but Georgia senior Isaiah Wynn is just a football player. He’s not the strongest
player without the body type that you would like ideally from an offensive lineman, and he’s not
as tall or long as you would like, but he’s a first round pick regardless. Those are really the knocks
against Wynn. His body type does not lend to one position in the NFL because he plays like a left
tackle, with great feet, balance and pass blocking skills. He’s a silky smooth operator who can get
in front of plays and doesn’t usually miss on blocks at the second level. He’s smart, mature and
versatile in what he can do. He’s a good run blocker who despite his lack of lower body power, is
a mauler who effectively creates space in the running game. He might not have the raw power to
play guard for some teams, but he’s strong and plays with great leverage. Despite his lack of
height, he has long arms for his frame and falls within the acceptable range for blockers. He does
struggle versus longer armed defenders, but it takes a special talent to get the best of Wynn
most times. Teams that are looking for an athletic interior offensive lineman who can run, pull
and execute combo blocks, an who has the feet to be an outstanding pass blocker. Wynn is your
guy. Lack of high end athletic traits and true position will knock him down in the first round but
he is worthy of a Day 1 pick. Will be a steal in the 2nd round.
*Wynn did not participate at the Combine or the Georgia Pro day while recovering from a torn
shoulder labrum that he played with at the end of the season.

